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ABSTRACT

YEROKHIN, VADIM Neuropsychological and Neurophysiological Effects of Low-Intensity, Strengthening Exercise on Cognition.

Department of Psychology, June 2011

ADVISER: Professor Cay Anderson-Hanley

With the growing aging population, it’s becoming increasingly important to find ways to either deter or prevent dementia. To date, most research has concentrated on the effects of aerobic exercise on cognition. Unfortunately, a large portion of older adults are often contraindicated to perform aerobic exercise due to different risk factors, which increase with age. Alas, alternate ways of exercise are necessary. Low-intensity strengthening exercise is a type of exercise aimed at improving balance and strengthening muscles without requiring one to overstrain. The current 11-week long exercise study test neuropsychological effects of exercise with a neuropsychological battery and neurophysiological effects of exercise with an electroencephalogram (EEG). We find that 11 weeks of low-intensity strengthening exercise significantly improves verbal and visual-spatial memory (as measured by the Fuld task and the Complex Figure task) and significantly increases N200 amplitude hemispherical asymmetry in the frontal lobe.
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INTRODUCTION

Cognitive impairment and dementia become an increasing concern with age. Alzheimer’s disease is the sixth leading cause of death in elderly adults and it is estimated that by 2050 one in every 85 people will be affected by Alzheimer’s disease, raising the current number affected to 106.2 million (Brookmeyer, 2007). Numerous scientific initiatives have been undertaken to identify risk factors involved and to propose possible pathways in which the deterioration takes place (Harwood, 2010). Although there is currently no cure for Alzheimer’s disease, research has shown that one of the simplest and cheapest ways to deter cognitive decline is exercise. Specifically, it has been repeatedly found that exercise can have a significant impact on cognitive function in older adults (Colcombe et al., 2004; Kramer et al., 2005, etc.). It is also widely accepted that increases in cardiovascular fitness result in increased functioning of key aspects of the attention network during mental tasks. In the following three sections, I will describe three of the ways of gauging the condition of the brain and how these ways have been implicated in measuring deterioration during a disease as well as the effects that exercise has on the brain. I will then describe the motivation for and the methodology of the current study before presenting the obtained results.

Imaging:

One way of measuring cognitive state and pathway of deterioration is neuroimaging. The neuroimaging technology available today allows for minimally-invasive techniques that provide insight into the human brain. These imaging techniques have brought to light numerous observations not only about the path of deterioration of the brain that takes place with normal aging (Raz et al., 2005), but also the deterioration as the result of a disease (Thompson, 1998, Larson et al., 2006 etc.). Exercise has been shown to increase nutrient supply to capillaries, to
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decrease neuronal death (Feske et al., 1988; Dierks et al., 1999; Dierks, 2000), induce
neurogenesis of the hippocampus, which is thought to be most important in memory formation
and implicated in cognitive aging (Pereira et al., 2007; Erickson et al., 2009, 2011, etc.). These
important and direct anatomical effects have been captured using technology with advanced
spatial resolution, such as MRI and fMRI (Erickson et al., 2009, 2011). Although they possess
incredible spatial resolution, fMRI and MRI lack in temporal resolution. An alternate imaging
technique used to capture cognitive state and dynamics is through Electroencephalogram (EEG).
EEG provides a temporal resolution superior to what is present in MRI and fMRI. EEG provides
a way of measuring the rates of neuronal firing, rather than direct blood flow. In this study, we
evaluated two aspects of the collected EEG data: Band Power and the P300 marker.

*Band Power:*

One way to analyze EEG recording is by measuring the prevalence of frequencies across
groups. For this study, brain waves were classified into the following groups frequencies: Alpha
(8-14 Hz), Beta (14-35 Hz), Theta (4-7 Hz), Delta (0-4 Hz) and Gamma (30-100 Hz). Research
shows that patients with Mild Cognitive Impairment (MCI) have higher powers of longer waves:
Theta and Delta, and lower power of shorter waves: Alpha and Beta (Yerokhin et al. 2011; Adler
et al. 1999; Kamp, 1978; Lardon, 1999). It has also been shown that patients with Alzheimer’s
disease show higher powers of Theta and/or Delta and lower powers of Alpha and/or Beta (Adler
et al. 1999; Huang et al., 2000; Ponomareva et al. 2003; Babiloni et al. 2004; Jeong, 2004;
Luckhaus et al. 2008). In another study performed by Lackhaus et al. 2008, it was found that
Alzheimer’s patients as well as patients with progressing mild cognitive impairment (defined as
the change in the total ADAS-cog score of \( \geq 4 \) points within one year) expressed a significant
decrease in the alpha power over posterior leads as well as an increase in the slow wave activity
as compared to the healthy control and the group with stable mild cognitive impairment. Additionally, an increase in variability of frequencies has also been implicated with cognitive decline (Koenig, 2005; Hogan et al., 2006).

*P 300 and N200:*

Another technique of collecting EEG data is by examining the ERP (Event Related Potentials). Two relevant components of ERP were used in this study: P300 and N200. P 300 was defined as the largest positive peak between 300-750 ms post stimulus. N200 was defined as most negative peak 0-350ms post-stimulus. Three components of each peak are typically analyzed: amplitude, latency and area under the curve (AUC). Increase in latency of P300, decrease in amplitude and a decrease of the AUC have been associated with a decline in cognitive state (Intriligator & Polich, 1994, 1995; Jasiukaitis, & Hakerem, 1988; Lardon & Polich 1996; McDowel et al. 2003). Relationship between the aforementioned N200 components and cognition is currently less explored. Studies have related N200 amplitude with stimulus inhibition, verbal production and executive functions (Folstein & Van Petten, 2008).

*Neuropsychological Evaluation:*

An alternate way of gauging the cognitive state as well as cognitive dynamics is through neuropsychological testing. Neuropsychological testing allows for a different angle at viewing the brain, which may be more sensitive to specific aspects of cognition (especially executive functioning) than neuroimaging techniques, as neuropsychological examination provides a link between brain and behavior (Salmon & Bondi, 2009, Hall et al., 2001, etc.). Previous studies using neuropsychological evaluations have found significant improvement in executive functions (e.g. Anderson-Hanley, 2010; Colcombe & Kramer, 2003; Hall et al., 2001, Heyn et al., 2004, etc.) as the result of exercise.
Biological Evaluation:

In dementia, the brain begins to atrophy until its functions are no longer as efficient as they once were. While several biological markers have been associated with neurogenesis, decline in the amount of markers such as BDNF, has been linked to cognitive decline as well as dementia (Vaynman et al., 2004, Erickson, 2009, 2010, 2011, etc.). BDNF is thought to influence neurogenesis by promoting cellular development, differentiation, survival and plasticity (Egan et al., 2003). Furthermore, exercise has been shown to increase the secretion of BDNF and its receptor protein: tyrosine kinase trkB (Vaynman et al., 2004, Li, 2008), providing an important biological link for the pathway that potentially deters the disease.

Levels of BNDF in all previous neuropsychological studies have been measured using blood serum. Because blood collection can be invasive, frightening and also costly, it is imperative to search for other, less invasive and less expensive ways of measuring BDNF. In this study we used saliva to test for the levels of BDNF using ELISA (enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay). Previous attempts to measure salivary BDNF using SDS-PAGE have been promising (Mandel et al., 2009). While a most recent attempt to measure salivary BDNF using ELISA were inconclusive when compared to serum levels of BDNF (Mandal et al., 2011).

Motivation:

Most psychophysiological research to date has concentrated on aerobic exercise (Erickson et al. 2009, 2011; Arent et al. 2000, etc.) However, aerobic exercise is often contraindicated and is at times unrealistic for older adults as a result of cardiovascular risks and other impairments (such as osteoporosis). Hence, a safer alternative to aerobic exercise is vital. Some researchers have already taken aim to look at the effects of low-intensity exercise on cognition and results are promising (Kramer et al., 2006, Anderson-Hanley et al., 2010).
Understanding the effects of this less-intensive exercise is especially important as the older population of baby-boomers is gradually increasing. One point of importance for research in the field is motivation. Specifically, amongst other factors that prevent exercise, older adults often believe that if they haven’t exercised previously, it is too late to start now (Deeny, 2006). Although it has been shown that increased exercised in the earlier life does help decrease the risk of dementia (Hall et al., 2001; Hillman et al., 2004; Lardon & Polich, 1996), ample research suggests that it is not too late to start (Lautenschlager, 2009; Kramer et al., 2006; Kamijo et al., 2007; Streiner, 2009, etc.). Prior studies have already found significant neuropsychological benefits to low-intensity exercise (Kazmenski & Anderson-Hanley, 2007; Nimon & Anderson-Hanley, 2007). This study aims to test the effects of new low-impact exercise (e.g. chair exercises with small weights, see Appendix A) on cognition through neurophysiological (EEG), neuropsychological (neuropsychological battery) and biological (ELISA for BDNF) measures. Moreover, we plan on using a novel approach of biological testing and EEG data evaluation.

**Hypotheses:**

It is expected that as a result of exercise,

1. Executive functioning, visual and verbal memory, as measured by a neuropsychological battery will improve

2. Overall band power will increase, as measured by resting EEG

3. Alpha and Beta powers will increase and Theta and Delta powers to decrease as measured by resting EEG

4. P300 latency will decrease and P300 amplitude will increase as the result of the exercise

5. N200 amplitude will increase
METHODS

Participants

The sample consisted of 11 older adults ages 60-95 (mean=79.31; SD=11.00) with mild cognitive impairment (MCI) and 8 normative older adults ages 55-78 (mean=62.91; SD=7.29) (See Table 1). All MCI participants were male. All but one volunteer were male. All normative older adults were either employees or volunteers at the Albany Stratton VA Medical Center (VAMC). Participants in the normative sample were recruited through fliers and posters in public locations (bulletin boards, elevators, etc.) at the Albany VAMC. MCI participants were patients at the Albany VAMC attending an adult day program, who were selected by adult day care program staff. Each participant was screened for inclusion during in-person appointment via questions about their brain health and past medical history pertinent to their cognition. They were also given a brief screening of their cognitive state in order to gauge their mental competence. MCI participants deemed unable to give their own consent were sent home with a surrogate consent form, which was approved by VAMC Human Research Board and explained in detail all of the possible study risks and benefits, to be signed by the caregiver. All other participants were informed of risks and benefits of the study and were asked to sign a consent form also approved by the Albany VAMC Human Research Board Physician consent to exercise was obtain from each of the participant’s primary care physician. All participants had corrected to normal vision.

Procedures

The intervention period lasted 11 weeks. All participants were asked to follow a low-intensity strengthening exercise routine designed by Tufts University for seniors for prevention
of osteoporosis (Suguin, Epping, Buchner, Bloch & Nelson, 2002), which primarily consisted of chair and standing exercises, involving small free weights (see Figure 1). Participants were guided by adult day care staff and while watching a DVD at least 3 times per week for the 11 weeks of the study. The exercise was aimed at strengthening muscles and improving balance (see Appendix A). Exercise frequency at the VAMC was recorded using a log sheet (see Appendix B); participants were also given log sheets and a copy of the exercise DVD to take home if they wished to exercise at home.

Measures

Neuropsychological Battery

FOME (Fuld Object Memory Evaluation; Fuld, 1981). FOME is aimed at evaluating episodic memory in older adults. In this task, a bag with 10 common objects is presented to a participant. The participant is asked to reach into the bag and feel for an object, but not pull it out. The participant is asked to identify the object by touch, without looking. Next, the participant is asked to pull it out and identify the object visually. When all 10 of the objects have been pulled out of the bag by the participant, they are replaced into the bag and the bag is left on the table for the remainder of the task. After a brief verbal production test (the participant is asked to name as many different names of the same gender as possible within 60 seconds), the participant is asked to recall the object. Objects that were left out by the participant are dictated at a rate of 1 object/5 seconds. The participant is then asked to recall the objects 15 minutes later.

Complex Figure: Rey-O (Rey, 1941; normalized by Osterrieth, 1944) and Taylor (Taylor, 1969) versions. Rey-O version was used for pre and Taylor version was used for post exercise. In this task, the participant was presented with a complex figure and asked to copy it onto a sheet of paper as completely and accurately as possible. 30 minutes later, the participant was
reminded of the figure and asked to draw it again, but this time from memory. Each complex figure (copy and recall, pre and post) was scored by two different graders on a scale from 0 to 36 with 0-2 points assigned for each component of the drawing.

**Stroop C.** The Stroop Test (Stroop, 1935; adapted by Van der Elst, 2006) measures selective attention, cognitive flexibility and processing speed. The test consists of three parts: 1) Colored blocks, 2) black words and 3) Interference (colored words). The three components are administered consecutively on three different sheets of paper. For each sheet of paper, participants are asked to name targets as quickly as possible without making mistakes. On the first page, participants are asked to read the color of the blocks as. On the second page, participants are asked to read the name of the colors (presented in black) and on the third page, participants are asked to ignore the written word and name the color of the word. Time to complete each of the components is recorded, with higher time indicating a decline in cognitive functioning. Only Stroop C was used in the analysis.

**Color Trails 2** (D’Elia, Satz, Uchiyama, & White, 1996). Color Trails 2 was administered after Color Trails 1. In both tasks (which were administered consecutively on two separate sheets of paper), either pink or yellow colored circles with numbers inside the circles were presented. In Color trails 1, participants were asked to connect the circles in ascending order, paying attention to numbers only. In Color Trails 2, however, participants were asked to connect the circles in ascending numerical order and alternate colors. Time for completion was recorded with a decrease in time indicating an improvement in cognitive functioning. Alternate forms from the publisher were used at pre and post exercise evaluations.

**Digit Span Backwards:** The Digit Span Tests (Wechsler Memory Scale-III tests). In this task, a string of numbers was read by the administrator at a rate of one number per second. The
string of numbers was different each trial and increased in length by one digit every other trial. The participant is asked to repeat this string of numbers in the order it was announced by the administrator. In the digit span backwards, a different string of numbers is read, but this time the participant is asked to repeat the string in a reverse order (if the dictated numbers are “9-1-7”, the participant would be expected to say “7-1-9”). For both Digit Span and Digit Span Backwards, dictation terminated when the participant made a mistake two consecutive strings of the same length. Scores ranged from 1-14 with a point awarded for a completion of one string.

*Brunel Mood Scale* (BRUMS; Terry & Lane, 2003). BRUMS is a questionnaire designed to provide quick mood assessment for adults. It’s a 24-item questionnaire aimed at gauging 6 main aspects of mood: anger, confusion, depression, fatigue, tension and vigor. Participants filled out this questionnaire pre and post exercise.

*Physical Activity Questionnaire (PAQ)* (Aadahl, 2003). PAQ consisted of questions about participants’ typical exercise habits. As with BRUMS, PAQ was administered before and after the exercise period.

*Electroencephalography (EEG)*

EEG recording was administered to each participant before and after the 11-week-long exercise intervention. For each of the EEG recording components, participants were seated comfortably in a slightly reclined position with lights dimmed. EEG data was recorded using a commercially available QuickCap (Compumedics, Inc.). Size of a cap was selected to accommodate the participants’ heads. The cap consisted of 38 Ag/AgCl electrodes in the 10-20 system (Jasper, 1958) referenced to A1/A2 on the mastoid bones. The cap was fixed in place with a chin strap in order to minimize shifting. Each electrode was filled with Electr-Gel (Neumedical Supplies, Inc.) in order to reduce impedance. Data was collected from FP1/2,
FP3/4, FZ, F7/8, FT7/8, FC3/4, FCZ, T3/4, C3/4, CZ, TP7/8, CP3/4, CPZ, P3/4, PZ, T5/6, O1/2, OZ, FT9/10, PO1/2. Impedance was lowered below 10 kΩ for all electrodes included in the analysis. Signal was amplified using a commercially available amplifier, NuAmps (Compumedics, Inc.), and sampled at a rate of 1000Hz.

Resting EEG:

For the resting EEG component, participants were asked to lie comfortably in a chair with their eyes closed for 5 minutes, then open their eyes upon request and lie comfortably with their eyes open for 5 minutes during the EEG recording. Participants were asked to make sure to not fall asleep, to move as little as possible and to not cross their arms or legs.

ERP Tasks:

For both tasks, the presentation occurred on a screen about 0.50 meters away from the participant. Each participant was comfortably reclined at approximately 45° angle during both tasks.

Oddball Task:

Oddball paradigm was recreated similarly to Pontifex et al., 2009, where a target (5.5 cm diameter black circle with red outline on black background) and a distractor (3 cm white circle, black background) are presented for 100ms duration with 1000 ms inter-stimulus interval for two counter-balanced blocks of 200 trials. The target was presented with 0.20 probability and the distractor with 0.80 probability of occurring. Participants were asked to respond as quickly and as accurately as possible to the target only by pressing the left mouse button with their right index finger. One block of 300 trials of the oddball task was administered. The same random seed was used for each participant.

Three-stimulus Task:
Participants were once again asked to respond as quickly and as accurately as possible to the target randomly occurring on the screen. However, this time there was an added distractor (a 3 cm diameter green circle on a black background). The new distractor was presented with a probability of 0.20, the previous distractor with a probability of 0.20 and the target with a probability of 0.60. One block of 100 trials of the Three-Stimulus Task were administered. The same random seed was used for all of the participants.

**Biomarkers**

Salivary samples were collected from each participant once before, once during (week 5) and once after the study. All samples were stored at -18°C and will be analyzed via the ELISA technique.

**RESULTS**

A total of 8 patients and 4 controls were used for data analysis. The rest dropped, or were unable to make it to one of the testing times (pre and/or post).

*Neuropsychological Data*

Neuropsychological data was scored and entered by trained staff. Two scorers evaluated the complex figure and the average of the two scores was used for analysis. Same scorer was used for as many different batteries as possible in order to insure consistency. Significant improvement in verbal memory (p<0.05; as measured by the Fuld task) and visual-spatial memory (p<0.05; as measured by the complex figure task) was observed as a result of exercise in patients (See Figure 1). In the normative controls, however, only significant increase in visual-spatial skills was observed (p<.05; as measured by complex figure, copy task) with exercise (See Figure 4).

*EEG Data*
EEG data was analyzed using SCAN 4.3 software (Compumedics, Inc.). After application of a band pass filter between 0.5 and 30Hz, all major artifacts were manually rejected. Due to time constraints, the data from only the frontal lobe (FP1/2, FZ, F7/8) was analyzed. Additionally, an index of hemispherical asymmetry ([average of FP1 and F7] – [FP2 and F8]) was calculated. Group averages for controls and patients pre and post exercise were obtained. All data had to be decimated from 1000Hz to 250Hz because one of the times was recorded in 250Hz.

**Resting EEG**

After manual artifact rejection, data was epoched into 512ms segments. Segments with artifacts +/-100µV were rejected and baseline correction was imposed using the entire sweep. A paired, two sided t-test revealed significant decrease in Frontal asymmetry of the Beta band (p=0.01) was found in both patients and control post exercise. No significant differences were found in any of the other bands.

**ERP**

Due to time constraints, only the Oddball task data was analyzed. After manual rejection, the ERP data was epoched in -100ms pre-stimulus and 924ms post-stimulus. Baseline correction was performed using the pre-stimulus data (-100ms to 0ms) in order to minimize the noise in the ERP. Epochs containing +/- 100µV were rejected and the remaining epochs were averaged. Two peaks were assigned as follows: 1) N200 was assigned to be the most negative peak between -100 and 350 ms post-stimulus and 2) P300 was assigned to be the most positive peak 300-700ms post-stimulus.

A two-tailed paired t-test revealed a significant increase in the asymmetry index for N200 amplitude for both controls (p=0.04) and patients (p=0.03). Additionally, change in
asymmetry was significantly correlated with improvement in delayed recall ($r=0.69; \ p=0.01$). No significant differences were found in any of the other analyzed components.

**DISCUSSION**

The effects of low-intensity strengthening 11-week exercise on cognition were assessed with EEG and a Neuropsychological battery. Resting EEG results were in accordance with current literature, showing an increase in the Beta band post-exercise. Improvement in Visual-Spatial and verbal memory was observed post-exercise, as measured by the Complex Figure and Fuld Object Memory Examination. Although P300 components did not seem to respond significantly to exercise, N200 amplitude assessed through hemispheric asymmetry of the frontal lobe appeared to increase with exercise. N200 amplitude hemispheric asymmetry index significantly correlated with the delayed recall components of the neuropsychological evaluation. These findings suggest that the N200 asymmetry may be more sensitive to cognitive change as a result of exercise and in general. This hypothesis is partially supported by previous findings, which indicate a distortion in coordination of neural activity with cognitive decline (Hogan et al., 2003; Jelic et al., 2000; Jiang et al., 2005)

The neuropsychological effects of the exercise program were in parallel with Anderson-Hanley et al. (2010) in the sense that neuropsychological improvement was observed. Anderson-Hanley et al. (2010) tested the effects of the same exercise technique program for 4 weeks on 16 older normative adults. They found that strengthening exercise appears to improve executive functions, as demonstrated by improvement in Digits Backwards ($p=0.018$) and Stroop C ($p=0.041$). The fact that our study did not show any significant differences in executive functions tests (such as the two above) may indicate that this type of exercise affects cognitively declined individuals differently than normative controls. This hypothesis is complicated
however, by the fact that the current control group did not experience a significant difference in either of the tasks, but only in the visual-spatial skills (see Figure 4). This brings to light the possibility that the visual-spatial and verbal memory may play an increasingly important role in cognitive change.

In the context of the current methodology, the asymmetry index calculated in this study is, to our knowledge, a novel approach at N200 evaluation. Previous studies have found evidence that N200 components were sensitive to 1) mismatch/novelty of the stimulus (Breton et al., 1988; Courchesne et al., 1975; Comerchero & Polich, 1998; Polich & Comerchero, 2003), responding to rare non-targets in the context of frequent standards, and 2) cognitive control (Bruin & Wijers, 2002; Azizian et al., 2006; Bartholow, 2005). In contrast, the current study was designed specifically in such a way as to control for the mismatch sensitivity, as both targets and distractors were simple circles, and not complex designs. Hence, in accordance with current literature, this design allowed for a more direct measurement of cognitive control (Folstein & Van Petten, 2008). Nevertheless, with improvement in cognitive control, we would have expected to see an improvement in Stroop C and Trails 2 of the neuropsychological examinations. When evaluating Figure 3, we can see that there was, in fact, improvement in those tasks, granting the lack of significance. Relatively similar dilemma was encountered by Kamijo et al. (2007), who looked at the effects of a 12-week walking program on cognition. Kamijo et al., 2007 found that P300 latency and amplitude were affected by the walking program, while behavioral measures (reaction time and error rate) were not. This finding suggests that P300 may be more sensitive to physical activity than behavioral measures. Generalizing this finding to our results, it may be that N200 was also more sensitive to exercise than Stroop C, Digit Span and Color Trails. Nonetheless, explanation for why Anderson-Hanley
et al. (2010) found effects from the same type of exercise (and especially shorter exercise duration) on the above tasks still remains unclear.

Further investigation is necessary to clarify and generalize the role of N200 and N200 asymmetry in cognitive change. Future studies should aim at increasing the sample size, introducing random assignments and incorporating different behavioral measures. Additionally, because N200 is implicated in mismatch/novelty, as described above, it would be interesting to evaluate the N200 in the context of the three-stimulus task.

Nevertheless, the current study adds to the ample evidence for the cognitive benefits of exercise for aging adults. The results indicate that electrophysiological approach to gauging cognitive decline can serve a more sensitive tool for diagnosis, prognosis and investigation. Current findings also suggest promise in the above method of incorporating the asymmetry index when assessing the effects of short-term non-aerobic exercise.
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Table 1. Participant Demographics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Education</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Standard Deviation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patients</td>
<td>78.6</td>
<td>11.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controls</td>
<td>62.3</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1. Strengthening Exercises (Seguin, Epping, Buchner, Bloch & Nelson, 2002)
Figure 2. On-site participation log
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Figure 3. At-home participation log sheet

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of Participant (last name, first name)</th>
<th>1/3</th>
<th>1/10</th>
<th>1/17</th>
<th>1/24</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>Th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1/31</th>
<th>2/7</th>
<th>2/14</th>
<th>2/21</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>Th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2/28</th>
<th>3/7</th>
<th>3/14</th>
<th>3/21</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>Th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 4. Neuropsychological Effects of Exercise. Significant improvement was seen in complex figure copy and delay as well as Fuld task immediate recall and delay.
Figure 5. Neuropsychological effects of exercise in controls. Significant improvement in the
Complex figure copy task is observed. * indicates a p value <0.05
Figure 6. Map of controls only - pre and post exercise spectral averages during ERP tasks.